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Liberal media in recent years has been actively engaging the Chinese audience by 
launching Chinese language services. Social media pages were established in the 
effort of reaching their readership. This analysis first concerns the mechanisms of 
public diplomacy and the construction of Chinese nationalism theoretically. It is 
argued the liberal media has limited or even counterproductive effects on social 
media. An opportunity for supporting Chinese nationalism is created by enhancing 
the narratives on the history of foreign oppression and the containment of the 
rise of China. Legitimacy of the social-political system is fostered. The case of 
New York Times Chinese Facebook page is used to illustrate this phenomenon. 
Negotiations of agenda setting and meaning-making between Chinese users and 
NYT are influenced by identity. Netizens challenged the journalistic conduct of 
the media while the reading of content based on this presumption. The dynamics 
in social media communication allows users to accumulate and normalize an 
alternative framing which aligns with the nationalistic discourses. Qualitative and 
quantitative analysis reveals how netizens reframe the news by discrediting the 
media and comparing news events to the happenings in the U.S. These strategies 
are employed depending on the theme of the news article. Backfiring is observed 
in the audience that some expressed disappointment towards the liberal media 
while the U.S. is negatively perceived. As a result, the nationalistic ideology on 
the internet grows organically which the online environment enables them to 
exploit United States media, as means of public diplomacy, for strengthening 
nationalism.
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Public diplomacy and news media 

Public diplomacy is traditionally defined as the 
means for international actors to achieve certain 
policy goals by engaging a foreign audience 
(Cowan & Cull, 2008). Nye (2008) explains it under 
the structure of soft power; and argues public 
diplomacy is a way to communicate a nation’s 
culture, political values and foreign policies. These 
are the foundations of soft power. In the information 
framework of public diplomacy, news agency is 
the tool to gather and disseminate information for 
advancing political interest and to enhance the 
national image (Zaharna, 2009). The use of news 
media can be categorized under the ‘International 
Broadcasting’ component of public diplomacy 
strategy, acting as a parallel structure that 
facilitates other components including listening, 
advocacy, cultural diplomacy and exchange 
(Cull, 2008). Global news networks are not only 
powerful because of it being the central source of 
information on international affairs, but also with 
the immediacy they have in framing the information 
in the first place (Gilboa, 2008). News supports 
immediate communication that provides context 
for communicating domestic and international 
policies (Nye, 2010). 
Because of the unique structure and ethical 
concern, objective news serves better for public 
diplomacy purposes by diffusing domestic norms 
and practices (Cull, 2008). Especially in the 
information age where there is a contest for the 
dominant narrative, the independent news outlet 
which navigates freely outside the government 
agenda is perceived as more credible (Cowan & 
Arsenault, 2008). This is because the commercial 
operation drives information-oriented journalism, 
which the consumers demand, creating the critical 
and objective reporting style (Hallin & Mancini, 
2004). Although the government has no direct 
control over the news practice, it is powerful in 
shaping the news agenda and its framing. In the 
cascading activation model from Entman (2008), 
the news frame is a product of negotiation and 
interaction between the elites, media and public 
where the influence from the elites cascades 
downstream towards the public. The result is a 
diffusion of dominant news framing, which usually 
aligns with the elites, into the foreign audience. Bias 
is created unintentionally, where news coverage 
naturally favors the powerful, providing them the 

opportunity to direct narratives with high media 
visibility (Shapiro & Hemphill, 2017). 
Therefore, the liberal media functions in two 
ways, the first lies in the ability to socialize foreign 
audience by acting as an ideal form of news outlet 
which serves as the fourth estate, monitoring 
and balancing the powerful (Gentzkow, Glaeser & 
Goldin, 2006). By demonstrating the positive effect 
it has on society, liberal values and practices are 
mediated (Cull, 2008), which assimilates foreign 
audience to enhance national image and rally 
support for policy issues. The second public 
diplomacy function is the agenda-setting and 
framing of domestic and foreign affairs. The power 
balance asymmetry in news production decides 
what audiences see in the media. It resembles 
more of the concerns and attitudes of the elites in 
society, including the government (Entman, 2008). 
Since the elites are the ones defining the national 
interest of a country, the foreign audience is hence 
exposed to the messages with issues salience of 
the host country. For the government, it created 
the platform to direct narratives and correct 
misinterpreted policies (Nye, 2010).

Public diplomacy in social media 

Social media opens a brand-new channel for public 
diplomacy. Diplomacy in this new era can be a 
grassroot process where practitioners interact with 
the audience real-time, observing instant feedback 
(Seib, 2012). Traditional news outlets which 
function as International Broadcasting is described 
as a monologue where reactions observed from the 
audience are limited (Cowan & Arsenault, 2008). 
On the contrary, engagements on social media are 
considered a ‘new public diplomacy’ that contains 
two-way communication between practitioners and 
foreign audience, also a dynamic audience base 
with interconnectivity between users (Melissen, 
2005). The characteristic of a borderless internet 
is blurring the originally rigid partition between the 
domestic and foreign information environment in 
‘new public diplomacy’ which moves away from 
the actor-to-people paradigm to the people-to-
people communication (Cull, 2009). It suggests a 
platform for discourse construction where agency 
is diverged to ordinary users. Public diplomacy 
practitioners can tap into this process to shape 
discourses. Social media is a strategic tool in issue 
fermenting, going viral and receding process which 
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can reinforce favorable trends and set the agenda 
for issue fermentation (Zhang, 2013).
Social media is becoming a more prominent source 
of news in our times. In 2017, 43% of the U.S. 
citizens reported getting news from the internet 
regularly, only 7% behind TV and way ahead of radio 
and newspaper (Gottfried & Shearer, 2017). Facing 
this trend, news media went digitized, and some 
of them created social media profiles to facilitates 
their growing business. For instance, the New 
York Times was one of the first media to introduce 
paywall in its business model and transformed into 
a 24/7 news platform internationally (Usher, 2015). 
User preferences and reactions towards news 
now become observable. A study on social media 
behavior about Facebook behavior of online news 
discovered a gap between journalists and users in 
news framing, where journalists favor conflict frame 
but users prefer morality frame (Valenzuela, Piña 
& Ramírez, 2017). Experiments also confirm peer-
generated news frames could influence opinion 
more than frames provided by the media institution 
(Nee, Shen & Dozier, 2017). Therefore, meaning-
making is no longer bounded in the reading of a 
news article, but through the feedback process 
from the audience. When the users disagree with 
the discourse in the news article, an alternative 
interpretation can emerge from user interactions. 

Social media and the Chinese audience

China is projected to have 673.5 million social 
network users in 2018, the highest in the world 
(Statista, 2019). Nonetheless, the majority of 
Chinese netizens use domestic social media which 
have similar functions as the international ones 
because of Internet censorship (Wang, 2016). 
Foreign media is banned access from the ‘great 
firewall’ (Roberts, 2018). The way for Chinese 
users to reach the Internet outside is by Fanqiang, 
using a VPN to bypass Internet access (Hobbs & 
Roberts, 2018). Therefore, the Chinese netizens 
on foreign platforms are either capable of using 
VPN, physically accessing outside of China, or 
are the diasporas living elsewhere. There are also 
nationalistic netizens or “50-cent party” (hired 
internet trolls) deliberately engage in foreign social 
platforms for trolling (Yang, Chen, Shih, Bardzell 
& Bardzell, 2017). Technically, the ‘great firewall’ 
is a ‘closed but not locked door’ that users can 
connect with the outside world (Yang, 2017).
The effort of liberal news media engaging Chinese 
audience on social media platform goes through 

the same communication process mentioned 
above. It means Chinese users would generate 
their narratives in understanding the news, and in 
portraying the media organization. The result could 
be an overarching framing which reinforces the 
discourse of the users. From a public diplomacy 
perspective, liberal media not only risks failing 
to assimilate the foreign audience and enhance 
national image, but also provides the resources 
to promote an opposite agenda. This analysis 
argues that liberal news outlets on social media are 
experiencing this counterproductive effect.

Chinese nationalism and the digital age

At the core of Chinese nationalism is more than 
simply celebrating Chinese culture or its ancient 
civilization, but specifically the ‘Century of 
Humiliation’ in the late Qing and Republic era 
(Callahan, 2004). It is a political concept about how 
external powers have subjugated and mistreated 
China in the self-interested competitive international 
system (Kaufman, 2010). Chinese nationalism is 
thus a call for unity against such oppression. It was 
developed in the late-19th to early-20th century 
when intellectuals used the nation-state concept to 
understand the unequal treatment and aggressions 
since the Opium War (Callahan, 2004). In the 
post-Tiananmen period, the relatively peaceful 
international environment and internal political 
crisis shifted nationalism to incorporate economic 
development for enhancing legitimacy, all the while 
emphasizing how the ‘Western Imperialist’ tries to 
undermine the rise of China (Zhao, 1998). Patriotism 
education is introduced in 1991 to reinforce the 
humiliation narrative, building an identity based 
on foreign aggression (Wang, 2008). Nowadays, 
the same idea is expanded in the ‘Chinese dream’ 
which calls for national rejuvenation, an attempt 
to rise from the history of humiliation (Wang, 
2014). In a broader realpolitik interpretation, the 
‘external threat’ modern China faces come from 
‘the breach of international nation-state norms’ 
on sovereignty, territoriality and international 
legitimacy (Guang, 2005). Geopolitical clashes now 
provided the framework to facilitate nationalism 
to gown in this respect (Hughes, 2011). Modern 
Chinese nationalism resembled a blind patriotism 
and perceived the U.S. as the main threat (Gries, 
Zhang, Crowson & Cai, 2011). 
Chinese online politics is dominated by 
nationalism, which is incorporated in every form of 
digital communication; where identity allegiance to 
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China outshines other ideologies (Qiu, 2006). Ma 
(2015) argues the bottom-up online nationalism 
is a result of the semi-controlled Chinese Internet 
environment, which is designed as a ‘safety valve’ 
for public emotions. Nationalism reinforces itself 
through interaction, making it distinctive from 
nationalism online but an organic development of 
nationalism (Ma, 2015). One of the characteristics 
is the responsiveness against ‘foreign interference’ 
and perceived criticisms of China and Chinese 
people (Breslin & Shen, 2010). Besides the state 
effort of propaganda, the action of fending off 
undesirable online narratives can be voluntary 
(Han, 2015). They would even jump over the ‘great 
firewall’ to actively engage the hostiles (Yang et al., 
2017). This type of nationalism is associated with 
social interaction and information seeking online 
(Hyun, Kim & Sun, 2014). Foreign news reports 
that are holding negative views about China further 
antagonize Chinese netizens who see the Western 
media as biased and misinterpreting the situations 
in China (Li, 2009). As a result, the current social-
political system is embraced by nationalistic 
political expressions, which are facilitated by news 
consumption (Hyun & Kim, 2015).

Backfiring

The liberal media that targets Chinese audiences 
backfires on two dimensions. First is the emphasis 
of liberal media being the fourth estate tends to 
be critical, where negative news is predominated 
in the media coverage, especially on political and 
international news (Chaudhary, 2011). Meanwhile, 
news media in China mostly report positive news 
and seldom employs negative framing (Xiao, 2013). 
Even in the event of bad news, stories can be 
presented positively, such as reporting the heroism 
in disasters (Shoemaker, 2006). On top of that, 
mass media would report ‘big national events’ that 
ties to nationalistic sentiments regularly, fostering 
the ‘national pride’ of China (Shen & Guo, 2013). 
Chinese news not only overwhelmingly praise the 
hard work of the government and the satisfying 
people, but also frames the outside world as 
chaotic (Zhou, 2010). 
Second, the Chinese audience can be skeptical 
about the liberal media which possesses a Western 
identity. One of the Chinese interpretations of the 
U.S. foreign policy emphasizes the containment 

of the rising country (Deng, 2001). The Chinese 
government has long been accusing the U.S. 
for intervening in the internal politics of China 
(Lieberthal & Jisi, 2012). Sensitive news stories and 
comments concerning issues on human rights and 
security, which fall in line with official narratives 
from the U.S. government, could be perceived 
as an effort to sabotage China. It triggers the 
nationalistic sentiments and alienated Chinese 
audience. In the social media environment, netizens 
can promote an alternative news frame and 
collectively construct a narrative that aligns with 
their thoughts. As mentioned, the user-generated 
meaning can be more potent than the original 
meaning from the news article. The news articles 
on social media, in turn, supported Chinese online 
nationalism. Looking at the comments made by 
Chinese netizens qualitatively and quantitatively, 
the mechanisms of Chinese online nationalism 
interacting with the international news outlet on 
social media are unfolded in the following analysis.

The New York Times Chinese on Facebook

This analysis selected the New York Times (NYT) 
Chinese-simplified Facebook page for several 
reasons. First of all, it is one of the earliest Facebook 
pages established by U.S. media targeting Chinese 
audiences (the page was created in 2012). On 
top of that, NYT is based in the United States, 
activities on the page represent how Chinese 
netizens interacts with U.S. news media. Moreover, 
NYT has two separate Facebook pages, which use 
traditional and simplified Chinese respectively, 
unlike on Twitter with only one Chinese account. 
This disaggregation channels Hong Kong and 
Taiwan users to the traditional Chinese page, 
leaving a more concentrated mainland population 
on the simplified Chinese page. It helps to capture 
a clearer picture of the reactions from the mainland 
Chinese audience.
Based on the theory, this analysis seeks to 
understand how Chinese netizens interacts with 
the news articles from NYT;

RQ1: What strategies do Chinese netizens employ 
to reframe a contested news article?

RQ2: How these strategies are employed against 
news articles with different news themes?
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Data

Comments made on the posts in NYT Chinese-
simplified Facebook page are sampled. Only the 
posts with an embedded link to a news article 
are selected. The sampling period covers the first 
quarter of 2019. The top 20 posts with the most 
interaction are selected. The comments of these 
posts are sampled. There are over a thousand 
comments sampled, including both comments 
made to the post and replies of comments made 
under the user-generated comments. Since 
replies mostly involve arguments between users 
and usually contains personal-attacks which are 
unrelated to the purposes of this analysis, they are 
removed so that the sample would not be diluted. 
Eventually, there are 660 comments in those top-
20 posts are sampled.

Method

A mixed method of qualitative and quantitative 
content analysis is used. The comments are first 
processed through qualitative analysis to identify 
the strategies used by Chinese netizens. The 
rationale behind each strategy is examined. Further 
connections are drawn with the Chinese nationalist 
discourses to examine how they reinforce each 
other. The noticeable backfiring effect observed is 
also discussed. 
In the quantitative analysis, the 20 news articles 
and the comments are coded. For the news articles, 
the topic of concern is coded for themes including 
social, political, cultural, economic, security and 
others. The themes are not mutually exclusive. A 
news article can be about more than one topic of 
concern. For example, the news about the U.S. 
condemning China for violating human rights 
incorporates social, political and security themes. 
The news articles are also coded for episodic and 
thematic framing (Iyengar & Simon, 1993). This is 
coded to examine if there is a different response 
from the Chinese audience that thematic framing 
is more persuasive while episodic framing is more 
emotional (Gross, 2008). Other basic features are 
coded as well. The comments are coded for the 
mentioning and attitude toward China and the 
U.S. Whether the comments hold opposite views 
to the news article is then coded. Based on the 

observation in the qualitative analysis, strategies 
of the Chinese netizens are coded. They included 
the discrediting of NTY, accusing the news article 
of smearing, and comparing the news event with 
the events about the U.S. These strategies are 
not mutually exclusive either. Cross-tabulation 
is employed to examine which news theme was 
targeted by which strategies. Finally, logistic 
regressions are used to evaluate the chances of a 
comment employs the above strategies concerning 
the features of the news article.

Overview

All of the top-20 news articles concern issues 
about China. It is not surprising that Chinese 
netizens are more reactive towards the topic. 16 
of the articles can be considered as ‘bad news’ 
which report negatively about China, on social 
events or foreign affairs. Most of them, 17 in 20, to 
various degrees concern politics while 13 of them 
concerns security. It reflected both the editorial 
approach of NYT and the preference of netizens. 
Social and economic topics are common as well, 
appeared in 9 and 8 of the articles. Only 3 articles 
cover cultural issues, and they all concern social 
and political issues at the same time. 11 of the 
news articles have an episodic frame. The near 
50-50 split reflected the more abstract and macro 
thematic framing caught attention as well. Overall, 
the news Chinese netizens commented the most 
is the hard news about serious topics, agrees with 
the position of NYT as an elite news outlet.
In terms of the comments, not surprisingly the 
ones holding an opposite view to the articles are 
the majority. 73% or 484 in the 660 comments 
disagree with the news articles. In those comments, 
33% or 216 of them mentioned China while 17% 
or 109 of them mentioned the U.S. The relatively 
negative comments could be a reason for these 
20 articles getting viral. Netizens are more actively 
engaging the narratives they disagree and try to 
renegotiate an alternative reading. The strategies 
are generalized below.
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The comments 

The ways Chinese netizens reject the news 
articles exhibits the characteristics of Chinese 
nationalism which stressed on the Chinese-
Western confrontation. Seeing NYT as the whole 
United States agenda to undermine China, 
netizens discredit NYT for their trustworthiness 
and intentions. Within that, netizens often accuse 
NYT of deliberately smearing China. Meanwhile, 
netizens compare the happenings, usually negative 
events about China, to the ones that involve the 
United States. This is an effort to prove the ‘unfair 
treatment’ towards China by pointing out the general 
discourse should attack the United States as well. 
As a result, some netizens expressed the feeling of 
aversion and shifted their position towards a more 
nationalistic end of the spectrum. The sections 
below summarize how Chinese netizens employ 
these strategies to negotiate a different framing of 
a news article.

Discrediting
 Netizens discredit by questioning the 
objectivity and intentions of NYT, as well as attacking 
the integrity of NYT as a news organization. The 
challenges on objectivity are mainly on the coverage 
and news angle. Some netizens commented,

‘Can you not overemphasize in the title, the article 
written is not objective.’ - news about labor rights. 1

‘The way NYT put it lacks kindness, losing 
objectivity fundamentally.’ - news about espionage 
and law.2

‘Why all your news is about the bad things in 
China… the good things done by the Chinese 
government was never mentioned… is this what 
you call objectivity in NYT?’ - news about Xinjiang 
Uyghurs.3

 1 ‘你们别搞这么大的标题行不，写的稿件一点都不客观’ 

 2 ‘纽时这样说实在太不厚道，丧失基本的客观性’
 3 ‘为什么你们报道的都是中国这样不好，那样不好呢，中国政府做的
好事为什么一件不提的，养老保险，医疗保险，精准扶贫，帮助千千
万万的人脱贫，给他们无偿贷款，你们看到了这些了吗？这就是你纽
约时报的客观性吗?’ 

 The intentions of NYT is challenged. 
Netizens believe the news articles are trying to 
distort the image of China. They commented,
 
‘Fabricating blindly, the CCP invited foreign media 
to visit those school… don’t forge stories.’ - news 
about Xinjiang re-education camps.4

‘... their (foreign media) greatest mission in China 
is to create trouble regardless of facts… the only 
short-term goal is to undermine China and produce 
a negative international image.’ - news about an 
Australian-Chinese writer detained in China.5

 Finally, there are out-right attacks on the 
NYT, accusing them as liars and being stupid. They 
commented, 

‘... It is fine that you use English to fool English-
speaking countries. Don’t make yourself believe in 
the lies you make too often.’ - news about labor 
rights.6

‘...You media is selective but not the Internet, don’t 
fool yourself! Old Western media is getting fxxking 
stupid!’ - news about labor rights.7

‘... There could be rubbish articles exist, but 
influential rubbish articles are mental opium…’ - 
news about a banned KOL in China.8

Accusations of smearing
 Within those discredits, a fair amount of 
them specifically accuses NYT for smearing China 
(Hei or Mohei in Chinese). This term is contextually 
used in internet discourse to frame the purposes of 
some information. They commented,

4 ‘瞎编乱造，中共也邀请了外媒去学校访问了好吧！西方的媒体啥时 
候能客观一点，别胡编呀。’
5 ‘外媒就像吸血鬼，見血就咬就吸，完全不管吸的血是否有毒。
 他們目前面對中國最大的任務就是不分青紅皂白，不斷找碴，只要
是對中國負面報導，就會獲得反中人士的掌聲。所有這些都不意外，
要說媒體職業道德，外媒可搬出很多套，今天新聞評論要用哪一套？
沒個準，要看總編今天的心情。但是短期內只有唯一的目的，打擊中
國，製造中國負面的國際形象及觀感!’
6 ‘中国人都长进了，一些西媒的中文版却还没跟上时代，你用英文骗
骗英语国家的人也就算了，别有些假话说多了连自己都信了’
7 ‘美国大城市一到夜里，街道就有人赶时髦搭帐篷露营？台湾华航
机师也罢工啊。法国一到周末，黄被心就上街，还傻乎乎的捡烟雾弹
炸到手，你们媒体有选择性，互联网没有，别自欺欺人了！西方老媒
体，越来越傻X！’
 8 ‘封杀她就是我们的主流民意。垃圾文可以有，但有影响力的垃圾文
真是精神鸦片……话说那个ayawawa滚蛋了没？’
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‘Xinjiang is doing very well now, Hei for the purpose 
of Hei.’ - news about Xinjiang re-education camps. 9

‘... Mohei China is counterproductive that inspire 
us to speed up the Chinese Dream…’ - news about 
Saudi Arabia Gaotie.10

‘... thinking the news as real and objective by 
using only historical photographs, have you done 
statistical investigation?... don’t Mohei China…’ - 
news about the cultural revolution.11

Comparing 
 It is common for netizens to point out 
some United States-involved events especially 
when the news articles are about human rights 
and security. The narratives are trying to depict 
a similar or worse situation in the United States 
to legitimize the happenings in China. Both the 
domestic situation in the United States and how the 
United States conducts itself in the international 
arena are brought up. On the domestic front, they 
mostly focused on human rights and treatment of 
minorities in the United States. They commented,

‘Pepper spray against peaceful student protesters, 
aiming for the eyes. Where are the human rights?’ 
- news about the U.S. criticizing human rights in 
China.12

‘Your country has so many innocent people dying 
because of the gun problem, is this the human rights 
the U.S. wants?...’ - news about U.S. pressure on 
Xinjiang issue.12

‘Arrears with malice, is it not the expertise of 
Donald Trump?’ - news about labor rights.14

 9 ‘新疆现在好的很，为了黑而黑’
10 ‘羡慕嫉妒恨的美国人搞不出如此伟大的高铁，抹黑中国事而其反激
励我们加快我们的中国梦’
11 ‘仅仅以几张照片 以摄影师的视角去报道 新闻有历史真实图片就觉
得真实客观 做过数据调查吗 不要以偏概全 也不要刻意抹黑中国 没有
调查就没有发言权’
12 ‘對和平靜坐抗議的學生噴辣椒水，還直接對眼睛噴。這些學生的人
權在哪？’
13 ‘自己国家每年因为枪支问题死了那么多无辜的人，这就是你们美国
要的人道？自己家里一摊子烂事，还想把别人家搞乱，什么东西，就
想搅的全世界不得安宁’
14 ‘惡意欠款，不就 donald trump 的拿手好戲嗎？’

 Netizens also brought up foreign affairs to 
show the United States lacks continuity in what 
they say and do. They commented,

‘What is your view on the U.S. withdrawing from 
the UNHRC on 19/6/2018?’ - news about U.S. 
pressure on Xinjiang issue.15

‘Selectively forget PRISM’ - news about espionage 
and law.16

‘Fxxk. Editor, please stop being disgusting, 
pretending to be a saint. You believe in so-called 
liberal democracy, but Fxxking selling weapons to 
Saudi Arabia who kills!’ - news about Saudi Arabia 
Gaotie.17

‘Please visit Guantanamo Bay, the paradise on 
earth.’- news about Xinjiang re-education camps.18

 The strategies observed support the 
argument of Breslin and Shen (2010), the 
comments against ‘foreign interference’ and 
perceived criticisms on China are reactive. 
Nationalism is triggered by responding to outside 
threat. It coincides with the nationalistic narrative 
of the ‘Western agenda’ to suppress the rise 
of China (Zhao, 1998). The comments regularly 
contextualize how the Chinese effort works against 
foreign pressure and contrasting adverse United 
States situations to demonstrate the relative 
success of China. The current social-political 
system is supported to a certain extent, confirming 
the observation from Hyun and Kim (2015). 

Changing attitudes
 Backfiring is apparent when looking at some 
of the comments that showed a changing attitude 
towards NYT. They expressed disappointments 
towards the once perceived credible media. These 
comments are relatively rational and focus on the 
journalistic conduct and quality,

15 ‘你们对2018年6月19日美国退出联合国人权理事会的事情怎么看？’
16 ‘选择性忘记棱镜门’
17 ‘草，我说小编你要不要这么恶心，装得跟白莲花似的。你们信奉所
谓的民主自由，尼玛你们还卖武器给沙特杀人呢！’
18 ‘请参观一下关塔那摩人间天堂’
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‘Living in the Western world, (you) should learn to 
judge objectively. I really liked this media (before), 
but now I hate you. Not sure publishing that many 
unobjective things can do you any good.’ - news 
about labor rights.19

‘As a long-term reader of Hei articles, I thought 
NYT is a good critical friend of China… I was happy 
NYT is trying to do good for China so effortlessly. 
However, I feel sad after reading this article, the 
‘critique on China’ is weakening. The logic is not 
intact and without support from statistics… NYT is 
losing the function of a ‘mirror,’ what a shame. NYT 
you are too perfunctory.’ - news about the loss of 
faith in Chinese entrepreneurs.20

 
Nationalistic mechanisms do not necessarily trigger 
these readers. However, it is worth noticing the gap 
in journalistic norms and practices can alienate 
some audience. It is possible, just like in the first 
quoted comment, the netizen turns to question the 
intention of ‘unobjective’ reporting which could be 
rallied into the nationalistic rhetoric of the United 
States effort to undermine China. These examples 
show how NYT on Facebook failed to assimilate 
the Chinese audience and enhance the national 
image of the United States, even created adverse 
effects for public diplomacy.
On the contrary, the comments made are reframing 
the news articles in favor of boosting Chinese 
nationalism. The discrediting of NYT suggests 
a greater plot behind the intention of ‘spreading 
misinformation’ against China. Nationalism is 
enhanced by distinguishing the enemy-friendly 
line. Meanwhile, comparing with the United 
States can legitimize the Chinese social-political 
system that if the superpower who criticize ‘us’ 
is doing similar things, it is righteous for China to 
behave in a certain way. The collection of these 
comments generated another level of meaning 
that is observable by other users. By cognitively 
acknowledging one another, the in-group solidarity 
on the virtual world can be fostered. As a result, 
the nationalistic discourse becomes proliferated. 

19 ‘同样是生活在西方世界，应该学会客观评价事务，我喜欢很喜欢你
们这个媒体，现在我很讨厌你们，不知道你们说这么多不客观的事情
对你有什么好处’
20 ‘作為紐時黑中國文章的長期讀者，我一直以為紐時是中國最好的諍
友。「內無法家拂士，外無敵國外患者，國恆亡。」我很高興紐時用
這麼大的力氣愛著中國。然後，看完這篇文章後，不免有點難過，紐
時「罵中國」的力量正在減弱，邏輯不完整，沒有數字支撐，企業家
逃離接著的是留學生的數字。（而這個數字讓美國的極右派害怕，覺
得這些人都是來偷技術的。）「貪腐仍以別的形式存在」什麼形式？
能講清楚嗎？這篇文章真正令我難過的是，他罵中國的水準在急遽的
下降，使得紐時的文章失去了「鏡子」的作用。可惜。紐時，你也太
敷衍了些。’
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Table 3 displays the use of discrediting under different news themes. Only social and economic themes 
received more discrediting comments. Social theme has 17.91% or 80 more discredits compared to the 
non-social themed while economic has 13.59% or 20 more.

Trends in the comments

This section analyses some general trends in the comments and evaluates how strategies are employed 
in objecting the NYT news article. Table 1 compares the attitudes towards the news article under different 
news themes. Only social and security-related news received significantly more opposition comments. 
There are 20.64% or 130 more comments holding opposite views in social news compared to the news 
without social elements. In security themed news, it is 15.89% or 96 more comments.

For the strategies used by Chinese netizens, table 2 displays the use of strategies against the news articles. 
Discrediting is commonly employed in 1 in 4 of the comments while 1 in 6 of the comments compared the 
news to an issue with United States involvement.
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Table 4 displays the use of comparing under different news themes. Only economic theme is not significantly 
correlated to the use of comparing. Social news has 10.70% or 48 more comments comparing the news 
to a United States’ involved event. Political theme has 15.09% or 98 more while security has 13.06% or 52 
more. Meanwhile, cultural theme has 10.17% or 88 less comments comparing, possibility because of the 
theme being less controversial.

Logistic regressions are used to robustly estimate the chances of each strategy being employed in a 
comment made by Chinese netizens on NYT news articles. Table 5 displays how different article features 
affect the chances discrediting, accuse smearing (a form of discrediting), and comparing. Results show 
comments with discrediting (including accuse smearing) is more likely to be made when the news has 
a social or economic theme (with similar odds). It is possible that social and economic issues are more 
related to the daily lives of netizens which can trigger them more easily, especially when there could be a gap 
between the first-hand experience from the audience and what is depicted in the news article. An episodic 
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theme also increases the chance of being discredited although it is around 2.59 times less likely than the 
chances with the social theme news. The emotional nature of episodic frame might be contributing to more 
judgments towards the NYT as an actor.
The chances of netizens comparing in the comments are increased when the news article has a security 
theme, despite the effect is halved compared to the odds observed in discrediting. It is likely that security 
issues are easier for netizens to compare because the United States has implemented controversial policies 
in the past that are widely criticized. Thematic news frame, on the contrary, decreases the chance of 
comparing. A reason for this is the rather abstract framing in thematic news, making it difficult for netizens 
to use a contextual example for rebuttal. 

Another possibility of a skewed observation in 
this study is from the “50-cent party” who tries 
to overwhelm unfavorable opinions. Authoritarian 
regimes like China try to flood social media with 
favorable information to swamp critics (Bradshaw & 
Howard, 2017). The use of “50-cent party” in China 
is mainly for creating distraction and reconstructing 
“common knowledge” by fabricating information 
(King, Pan & Roberts, 2017). Internet trolls are 
recruited and trained to “redirect online public 
opinion” (Han, 2015a). Therefore, the “backfiring” 

observed can be part of the government effort to 
neutralize online discourse. However, trolls are 
often operating in the domestic setting where 
comments across the great fire wall could be 
voluntary in nature (Han, 2015). Research also 
shows that large scale pro-government social 
media activities can be organically formed, but not 
coordinated systematically (Yang, Yang & Wilson, 
2015). The presence of “50-cent party” should not 
be ruled out, but also not to be exaggerated.
Nonetheless, this study is not trying to estimate 
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Another possibility of a skewed observation in 
this study is from the “50-cent party” who tries 
to overwhelm unfavorable opinions. Authoritarian 
regimes like China try to flood social media with 
favorable information to swamp critics (Bradshaw & 
Howard, 2017). The use of “50-cent party” in China 
is mainly for creating distraction and reconstructing 
“common knowledge” by fabricating information 
(King, Pan & Roberts, 2017). Internet trolls are 
recruited and trained to “redirect online public 
opinion” (Han, 2015a). Therefore, the “backfiring” 
observed can be part of the government effort to 
neutralize online discourse. However, trolls are 
often operating in the domestic setting where 
comments across the great fire wall could be 
voluntary in nature (Han, 2015). Research also 
shows that large scale pro-government social 
media activities can be organically formed, but not 
coordinated systematically (Yang, Yang & Wilson, 
2015). The presence of “50-cent party” should not 
be ruled out, but also not to be exaggerated.
Nonetheless, this study is not trying to estimate 
the stance of Chinese audiences, but to evaluate 
the effectiveness of NYT as public diplomacy. By 
provoking nationalistic comments, the Facebook 
posts are reframed against NYT and garner 
an unfavorable response from the audience. 
Regardless of the intention of those comments, 
what other users see are disagreements with 
the NYT articles, presenting obstacles for public 
diplomacy purposes.
The implication for public diplomacy is two-fold. In 
the age of social media, news media has to evolve 
from the monologue model (Cowan & Arsenault, 
2008). It is vital for public diplomacy actors to 
listen to their audience (Cull, 2008). Otherwise, 
the effort would backfire in the interactive media 
environment. Meanwhile, the rise of nationalism 
worldwide presented obstacles in public 
diplomacy. The exclusive identity citizens hold 
means the fault line between in-group and out-
group becomes more significant. It is especially 
severe when some nationalistic thoughts are 
based on the confrontation against the out-group. 
How to defuse this tension is central in public 
diplomacy. In this Sino-United States case, the 
deteriorating national relations spilled over to the 
public sphere. By resorting to nationalism, Chinese 
netizens are creating a frontline on social media, 
fighting an asymmetric information war (Li, 2009). 
A new paradigm is needed for future constructive 
exchange on the public diplomacy level. 

Discussion

Results from the analysis suggest Chinese online 
nationalism has created a considerable challenge 
for the NYT when engaging the audience on 
Facebook. To use news outlets as a tool for public 
diplomacy (Cull, 2008), NYT failed to establish itself 
to be perceived as objective and ethical media 
in the Chinese sphere. The audience identifies 
it as promoting an agenda for United States’ 
interest, just as Entman explains in the cascading 
activation model (2008). The interconnectedness 
on social media allows another layer of meaning-
making (Melissen, 2005). Put into context, the 
NYT materials fuel the growth of nationalism by 
provocation (Li, 2009). Theories in persuasion 
could help understand this backfiring effect. 
The distance of belief between the original and 
promoted idea determines the possibility of 
change (Murphy & Shleifer, 2004). Resistant to 
persuasion is high when the audience perceives 
an undue manipulative intent (Sagarin, Cialdini, 
Rice & Serna, 2002). From the Chinese nationalist 
perspective, NYT has both the distant ideas and 
a suspicious intent, which cognitively triggers 
the defense mechanisms. These features make it 
difficult for NYT to assimilate them.
Nevertheless, not all the comments from Chinese 
netizens are against NYT and favor embracing 
nationalism. For example, the comments on a 
news article about “the fear in Canadian Chinese 
after Meng Wanzhou case?”21 demonstrated 
some support towards liberal values. Instead of 
supporting the discourses made by the author of the 
commentary, some comments suggested Chinese 
immigrants should respect and accept the actions 
from the Canadian government. They argued the 
author should not exploit the freedom of speech in 
Canada to promote Chinese government interest 
and those Chinese should not immigrate if they 
support the Chinese rather than the liberal values. 
This case suggested a possibility of user behavior: 
they tend to be critical. Future studies should 
investigate the possible bias in user reactions and 
the likelihood of actively engaging in discussion 
about news. For this study, it suggested a potential 
skew in the comments observed. Since many of 
the sampled articles are opposite to the ideology 
in Chinese nationalism, the critical comments 
would naturally tend to be the ones supporting 
nationalism. There could be a group of unobserved 
audience who favors NYT perspectives, but did not 
engaged in those discussions.

21 ‘孟晚舟事件为何让加拿大华裔心生恐惧？’
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